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This is the book craps players have been waiting for! For the first time ever, the casino's worst

nightmare, the amazing player known as Sharpshooter, reveals his secrets for getting the edge at

crapsâ€•how to control the dice when you shoot in order to reduce the appearance of certain

numbers (the 7!) and increase the appearance of other numbers. If you learn Sharpshooter's

methods of dice control or rhythmic rolling, craps becomes not only a beatable game but a money

maker for the player!
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On a recent trip to Las Vegas, I stopped by the Gambler's Book Store for a look. The gentleman

there asked if he could help me, and when I replied that I was just looking to see what was new out

there, he opined that there was really nothing new to be written in gaming for the traditional table

games.I would like to think that Sharpshooter's book is something new. Sure, controlled or rhythmic

throwing and setting are not new topics. What is new is the integration of all elements and presents

to the crap player with an open mind the actual techniques that can be done by anyone willing to put

in the time to practice and fully understand and integrate all that is presented. While another

reviewer mentions that more in depth presentations have been made by other authors such as

Scoblete and others, I doubt if any of them presents it in as systematic and as simple as

Sharpshooter does here.There are people that believe that all dice throws are random and nothing

we can do can influence that. This book will probably not change your mind. But to those that are

open, there are mathematical and logical presentations, as well as rigid mechanics arguments that



would have you think that it can be possible. For those that are open to that, this book will detail

exactly how you can learn to do it.As a disclaimer, I have to reveal that I have taken a course taught

by Sharpshooter and have seen these things in a casino, as well as had a beginning level of

success commensurate to my experience. I will say that the book contains almost everything that

was presented in the course materials, with nothing held back. I am a health professional, and my

educational background is strongly weighted in the science and mathematical fields.

I read this book cover to cover in the two weeks preceding a trip to Vegas. It has some great

information regarding the game of craps and sharpshooting but definitely has some biases on what

part of the table to shoot from and dice grips that could have been approached differently. After

getting through the book I setup a small practice rig, rolled and recorded hundreds of dice throws

attempting to use this method of shooting the dice. I will say that it does have an effect on the end

result because I recorded ratios of how often the 7 came up far below the average 1 in 6.A couple of

years ago I started to set the dice (now that I know proper sets these were wrong combos) as well

as throw them the same way as possible every time. Which lead me to become interested in

anything that could be done to expand knowledge in this area, after getting through this book I felt I

understood the concept quite a bit more but was still skeptical of it actually working. I signed up for a

private class in Vegas and had some personal instruction along many practice rolls on a real craps

table. Using the hardway set (described in the book as 4 4 up and 6 6 facing the outside) I rolled a

total of 3 craps numbers out of 200 shots with a sevens to roll ratio of around 1:12 (which is

extremely high and will most likely average lower over a longer period of time). The thing that

surprised me is the drastic decrease of the craps numbers by placing the 6 and the 1 on the outside

of the dice (craps numbers are 2, 3 and 12 - taking the 1 and 6 out of the equation makes it very

hard to roll a craps number) with that particular set.I was also able to play in an actual casino with 2

other sharpshooters and noticed we were the only ones who made profits for anyone betting with

the dice.
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